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Applies to: P Acquirers P Issuers P Processors

Summary: MasterCard is currently observing an increase in phishing attempts against
merchants of various acquirers and processors.

To mitigate these attacks, MasterCard encourages acquirers to alert their
merchants, and educate them on the various forms of malware and
phishing scams that criminals use as described in this bulletin.

Action Indicator: A Attention warranted

Effective Date: Immediately

Obtaining Access Through Phishing

Criminals are currently using traditional phishing techniques to obtain the merchant’s
account credentials. For example, a criminal calls or sends an email message to a merchant
purporting to be MasterCard (or another payment card brand), the merchant’s processor,
service provider, or acquiring bank and indicates that the merchant’s account has been
suspended. The criminal requests sensitive merchant account credentials, such as the
merchant’s user ID, password, merchant identification (MID) number, and terminal
identification number in order to lift the suspension. Once the merchant provides the
information, the criminal replies that the merchant’s account has been reinstated.

Performing Test Transactions Through Brute Force

Once the criminal hacker has gained network access, the merchant’s terminal or system
can be exploited as a venue for performing test transactions. The hacker’s own high-speed
computer programs submit numerous authorization requests for small dollar amounts using
stolen card account information from victims of other phishing scams in combination with
sequential three-digit card validation code 1 (CVC 1) values (such as 999, 998, 997, and
so on) until the hacker receives a valid authorization (that is, the CVC 1 value matches
the stolen account number). When accessing an online merchant’s system, the system is
manipulated to mimic a swiped transaction at a retail terminal.
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These submitted authorization requests can accumulate into the thousands
in just a short period of time.

Defending Against Phishing Attempts
Acquirers and merchants should perform the following risk mitigation measures:

• Use caution when providing sensitive information, such as user IDs and
passwords.

• Do not provide sensitive information to anyone, unless certain of the
credentials of the potential recipient of the information.

Guard terminal information. Do not give out the MID number, terminal
identification number, or acquirer’s bank identification number (BIN).
Payment card brands (such as MasterCard), acquirers, and processors
already have this information and would not request it. Therefore, if a call
is received requesting this information, it is likely a phishing attempt by a
criminal to gain terminal access. Instead, call your acquirer or processor,
ask to be transferred to the appropriate person or department that handles
your merchant account, and report the call that you received.

• Avoid clicking on hyperlinks within email communications. Type the URL
into the web browser instead.

• Do not download suspicious attachments.

• Instruct employees not to use business computers and workstations for
non-business activities, such as web browsing or checking personal email.

• When reviewing or responding to email messages, ensure that the sender’s
information is correct. Be vigilant for slight misspellings, which may
indicate a phishing attempt.

• If the merchant receives a phone call, email message, or repair technician
visit that is suspicious, the merchant should not respond or provide any
information. Immediately contact the processor or acquirer to verify the
legitimacy of the request.

Beware of any unscheduled terminal repair technician arriving at a
merchant location requesting access to the point-of-sale (POS) terminal.
The technician may be a criminal attempting to gain access. If a repair
technician arrives unannounced, contact the acquirer or processor to verify
the technician’s identity using contact information on file, not the contact
information provided by the technician.

• Educate staff regarding anti-phishing strategies, such as only opening email
messages from a known or trusted source.

• Limit employee access to the MID number, terminal identification number,
or an acquirer’s BIN to help prevent unintentional leaking of this
information to a criminal.
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For More Information
Customers with questions regarding this bulletin should contact the MasterCard
Customer Operations Services team, which will be able to direct inquiries to the
appropriate MasterCard representative for further details.

Customer Operations Services

Phone: 1-800-999-0363 (in Canada and U.S. regions)

8-800-333-48-14 (Russian Federation, toll-free, dialed from fixed/landline in
Russia)

7-800-333-48-14 (Russian Federation, toll-free, dialed from mobile)

1-636-722-6176

1-636-722-6292 (Spanish language support)

Email: customer_support@mastercard.com

Standards From time to time, the author of an article appearing in this Bulletin may attempt to describe, explain, clarify or otherwise
elucidate upon a Rule or other Standard or revision thereof. No such description, explanation, clarification or other
elucidation shall be deemed to be a Rule or other Standard nor be deemed to accurately describe, explain, clarify or
otherwise elucidate upon a Rule or other Standard. In the event the Corporation, in its sole judgement, determines at any
time there to be a conflict or discrepancy between a Rule or other Standard and any description, explanation, clarification or
other elucidation thereof appearing in this Bulletin, the text of the Rule or other Standard shall be afforded precedence
and the conflicting or discrepant description, explanation, clarification or other elucidation shall be deemed of no effect as
if never published herein.

Trademarks Trademark notices and registration symbols used in this Bulletin reflect the registration status of MasterCard trademarks in
the United States. Please consult with the Customer Operations Services team or the MasterCard Law Department for the
registration status of particular product, program, or service names outside the United States. All third-party product and
service names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Routing MasterCard frequently recommends that persons having certain responsibilities read certain articles. Each customer is
responsible for ensuring that it remains in compliance with MasterCard Standards at all times. Thus, it is the responsibility of
each customer to determine who within its organization is afforded access to MasterCard information.

Revisions In the event of a conflict between this document and a subsequently published edition, the subsequently published edition
shall have precedence.

Proprietary Rights The information contained in this document is proprietary and confidential to MasterCard International Incorporated, one
or more of its affiliated entities (collectively “MasterCard”), or both. This material may not be duplicated, published, or
disclosed, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of MasterCard.

Disclaimer MasterCard makes no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the contents of this
document. Without limitation, MasterCard specifically disclaims all representations and warranties with respect to this
document and any intellectual property rights subsisting therein or any part thereof, including but not limited to any and all
implied warranties of title, non-infringement, or suitability for any purpose (whether or not MasterCard has been advised,
has reason to know, or is otherwise in fact aware of any information) or achievement of any particular result. Without
limitation, MasterCard specifically disclaims all representations and warranties that any practice or implementation of this
document will not infringe any third party patents, copyrights, trade secrets or other rights.
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